[Free radical reactions and energy transformation in microsome membranes. Arrhenius equation for the monooxygenase reaction].
The mechanism of coupling of the oxidation and activation of membrane enzymes was considered. It is obvious that microsomal monooxygenase uses the energy of NADPH oxidation for the activation of the terminal agent--cytochrome P-450. However, till now the mechanism of the transformation of this energy has not been discussed. It is supposed that the coupling process includes transformation of oxidation energy to kinetic energy, the energy of lipid pulsations. The mechanism proposed by us and the mechanism of energy transformation according to Mitchell are two independent mechanisms, both being of fundamental importance for biochemistry and biophysics of membranes. One approach uses the dielectric properties of membrane, and the other is based on the ability of hydrocarbon chains of phospholipids for rotamerization. A new empirical Arrhenius equation for membrane processes is offered. It accounts for the ability of membrane to reserve the energy in kinetic form (internal temperature). In conditions when membrane proteins cease to be acceptors of energy, the transfer of energy, i.e., transformation of the energy of NADPH oxidation into heat or light, occurs.